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From: "Jack Johnson" <writejacknow@yahoo.com>
To: "Lee Cassin" <Ieec@ci.aspen.co.us>, "0 Oliver" <cjo@ci.aspen.co.us>
Cc: "Jack Johnson forward" <writejacknow@yahoo.com>, "Sally Spaulding"
<sallys@cLaspen.co.us>, "Bria n Nichols" < briann@ci.aspen.co.us>

Thanks Lee. I just wanted to be sure as I just gotanother email on the topic from Andrew Kole. Apparently
Susan has enlisted him in the cause.
Of course that should make things louder instead of quieter....
Let's not bother Jerry until the snow issue is resolved, I agree. They are doing a great job wI little thanks and
don't need another burden.
Jack
Lee Cassin </eec@ci.aspen.co.us> wrote:

CJ, could you please set up a meeting with Brian Nichols as soon as you both can, and see if Linda
Consuegra also wants to attend, and see jf there are other ideas, who should do what? We can do the
Channeln thing (with Sally's help, probablyt), and maybe the flyer. I think the PD feels that the
decibel meters will make it MUCH easier to enforce, because they will be able to be confident of what
the reading is, and able to show'it to the offenders. So I think there will be a noticeable increase in
enforcement ability, with the understanding that if they have crime and accidents, those will take
precedence. I don't know if they'll want to publicize a dispatch # for people to call, or jf that will even
be necessary.
Jack, signs will go up when Jerry gets unburied from snow removal, so maybe May, but I think that's
before we get many riders so should be OK.. flyers we could have ready when the riding season starts,
and decibel meters are already in place. I think the PD would have to weigh in on how it could be
possible to step up enforcement if necessary - but I think right now they respond to any complaints
they can get to, and it might be ineffective for them to go around looking for loud cycles - because they
are so few... but they can answer that.

."

CJ, could you work with Sally on PR and also ask Jerry jfhe can put up a pole east of town and put the
2 signs up once he is able to catch his breath? (The one on the west end of town would replace the
existing one.)
CJ, maybe an update to Council after you meet with Brian would be good, or to let them know any new
plans you all come up with?
Thanks, Lee
Lee E. Cassin
Environmental Health Director
City of Aspen
130 S. Galena
Aspen, CO 81611

